
Moon Phase Calendar 

 
 Your Daily Moon Journal Diary   

              Must include: 
1. The date and the time you saw the moon at 
 the top line of the page 
2. A drawing or photograph of what you saw:  
 This should be neatly drawn and about the size of 
      a 50 cent piece. 
Draw the 50 cent piece,  
then draw what you see of the moon in white. 
In addition: you must include: 
3. Moon rise AND moon set for here in San Diego 
4. The direction you were facing when you saw the moon 
5. The PHASE the moon is in PLUS: 
6. Something interesting that happened to you today!  
                2-3 sentences. 
Photographs of the moon are awesome and get extra 
credit!  
Remember you need to record every day. 
You will NOT see the moon on Mar 1 as it is a  
NEW MOON. BUT  write moon rise/set and draw it 
Moon Journal Diary:  Mar 1- Mar 28: 
Grade: 
20+ entries ___ 80pts   18 entries ___72    16 entries ____64 
13 entries ______52        Less than 13 entries____40-0 
Written Information: 
Correct Moon Phases Stated: ___15   Moon Rise/Moon Set:__5 pts 
Drawings: _____ 15   Sentences: ____  15   Neatness: _____  15 
Total pts     _______/145 
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